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He is the deadliest American sniper ever, called "the devil" by the enemies he hunted and "the
legend" by his Navy SEAL brothers. From 1999 to 2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the
most career sniper kills in United States military history. The Pentagon has officially confirmed more
than 150 of Kyles kills (the previous American record was 109), but it has declined to verify the
astonishing total number for this book. Iraqi insurgents feared Kyle so much they named him
al-Shaitan ("the devil") and placed a bounty on his head. Kyle earned legendary status among his
fellow SEALs, Marines, and U.S. Army soldiers, whom he protected with deadly accuracy from
rooftops and stealth positions. Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle's masterful account of his
extraordinary battlefield experiences ranks as one of the great war memoirs of all time. A native
Texan who learned to shoot on childhood hunting trips with his father, Kyle was a champion
saddle-bronc rider prior to joining the Navy. After 9/11, he was thrust onto the front lines of the War
on Terror, and soon found his calling as a world-class sniper who performed best under fire. He
recorded a personal-record 2,100-yard kill shot outside Baghdad; in Fallujah, Kyle braved heavy fire
to rescue a group of Marines trapped on a street; in Ramadi, he stared down insurgents with his
pistol in close combat. Kyle talks honestly about the pain of war - of twice being shot and
experiencing the tragic deaths of two close friends. American Sniper also honors Kyle's fellow
warriors, who raised hell on and off the battlefield. And in moving first-person accounts throughout,
Kyle's wife, Taya, speaks openly about the strains of war on their marriage and children, as well as
on Chris. Adrenaline-charged and deeply personal, American Sniper is a thrilling eyewitness
account of war that only one man could tell.
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When I first posted this review, there were roughly 3000 other reviews and many 1 and 2 star
reviews. Most of the low rated reviews were from folks posting negative comments that had not
even read the book. They were obviously against the war, didn't like the military, etc. Some of these
comments are offensive, at least too me they were. I made a point to bring this to the attention of
potential buyers of Chris's book so they wouldn't let the low ratings affect their decision to read,
what I think is a very good story. I think this is important to point out and that's why I am including it
here. The point here is to be helpful to others. So, with that said, I'd like to update this review a little
bit now that over 5000 folks have had the opportunity to read it and leave their reviews, which seem
to be a little more objective. I still disagree with others that claim this book is "poorly written". I think
Chris, with help of course, did a pretty darn good job describing his experiences. This book was
written by a Navy SEAL. Not Tom Clancy. This book is written in what I would call a sort of
"conversational style". In other words, he writes like he talks. He is telling you a story or collection of
them. I found his honesty refreshing. He makes no bones about the fact that he loves his job. He
wasnt the best father or husband at times. He doesnt like politics, etc. I liked his sense of humor (I
caught myself laughing out loud at times). I especially liked his discussion on his gear and weapons.
It's interesting to read about what sort of equipment someone needs to survive in that kind of
environment. He put things in his book that he was constantly asked about. Thats why they are
there. The book also has some decent maps and photographs. This is not a book for everyone. One
reviewer said the book was too "technical" and he couldnt follow it. Another said it was written by
someone in "grade school". You can see by those two comments how differently this book will be
viewed. This is a story of a man that goes to war, as he was trained to do. He had to make life and
death decisions almost everyday. It's easy to sit in a nice comfortable home, and second guess him
but the bottom line is that I am quite sure the men that served next to him were glad he was there.
So all I can say is if you are interested in the life of a Navy SEAL, grab it. If not, why would you
condsider it in the first place? Chris Kyle, rest in peace and God bless the men and woman who
serve, and have served, this country.

Chris and Taya were our next door neighbors for most of the time the events in this book were
taking place. While Chris has sanitized many of the events he was involved with, the book offers a

seldom seen look into the trials and pains that American Forces, especially or SEALS endure along
with their family and friends. There are no politics in this book, just a saga of the human side of war
and conflict. For me it was a must read and for Chris, I'm sure it was way of purging nightmares and
letting the public see that the men who protect us are just as human as we are.

I wish I would have read the book first before watching the film. Some inaccuracies with the film or
complete sequences that were skipped which played an important role in Chief Kyle's journey.I
enjoy the humor (twisted or not) sprinkled throughout the book. It gives you a no BS view of the
world through a SEAL's eyes. His descriptions of BUDS and being overseas gives you a great
visual for what it is like to be in those situations.Towards the end of the book, it starts to change
from a first hand account of events to a more personal opinion about his personal life, military life,
and the people encountered in between.Definitely an entertaining read. Keep in mind, it is a book
written by a Navy SEAL, not a John Grisham novel so writing style may not match the gravity of the
stories told. They are all important though for an American military legend.

I bought this book shortly after viewing the film. When i got home from the theater I spent the next
several hours googling Mr. Kyle and was impressed to learn that the proceeds of this book were
ALL being used to help vets. I'd strongly encourage reading this book as much of the books events,
as often is the case, were omitted from the film. Be sure to do some research of your own on this
individual, as I think you'll find him to be an exceptional model human being with core values that
are often lost in today's society.

So, I was finishing Mr. Kyle's book the other day and nearing the writing of my review when I saw
the terrible news on TV that Mr. Kyle had been murdered. All I want to say is that I'm terribly sorry
for Taya, Chris' children and the rest of his family and my heart goes out to them. Chris Kyle was a
patriot.Because this is still a book review, I'll add one more thing. I enjoyed the book greatly. Any
gripes I may have with it are minor and would just be nit-picking. I think everyone should give
American Sniper a try. I know this isn't a very helpful review, but it is what it is. I gave 4 stars
because I couldn't put it down until I was finished and to me, that is all that matters this time.

I was surprised that it wasn't "gory". It's a very readable story. His humor is great. I live in the
southwest and appreciate the digs. I loved that his wife also contributed to the book. It was at times
not always easy to listen to what was going on in Kyle's mind. I saw the movie; it was very good. But

the book is outstanding and better than the movie.
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